SOLUTION BRIEF:

Focus on Cybersecurity:
Healthcare
Healthcare organizations and their business associates are a
one-stop-shop for some of the most lucrative cyberattacks.
Patient and employee information, proprietary research and
ransom of critical healthcare systems represent opportunities
to extract substantial value for cybercriminal efforts. In
addition, potentially leaky third parties, flexible patient
access, stress induced human error and expanding usage
of cloud and internet connected medical devices are all
contributing factors to an overwhelming digital landscape
that must be defended.
As public healthcare breaches continue to make national
headlines and regulatory bodies increase penalties, the
spotlight on cyber defenses has never been greater. Despite
72%1 of cybersecurity teams reporting additional investment
in their programs, healthcare breaches increased 37 percent
year-over-year2 resulting in reputational damage, patient
endangerment and exposure of over 41 million records.
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eSentire: Observing Risks to the Healthcare Industry for Two Decades
We understand the unique challenges your cybersecurity team faces. For two decades, we’ve seen the dynamic
nature of threats that specifically target healthcare organizations and their associates. For example, in 2019 our Security
Operation Centers (SOCs) detected an alarming number of threat actors that were able to bypass healthcare providers’
existing security controls.
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And, industry reports indicate that healthcare
organizations have the highest conversion rate
from incident to data disclosure of all observed
industries. This is due to the speed at which
attackers have reported they can breach the
perimeter, identify critical data and exfiltrate before
their presence is identified
Unfortunately, the financial consequences of data
disclosure have proven devastating to healthcare
organizations. Detection and escalation, notification,
post breach and lost business costs are the
highest amongst observed industries. Due to the
sophisticated nature of healthcare attackers and
a multitude of contributing factors, cybersecurity
teams continue to see rising timeframes to identify
and contain security incidents.
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A Comprehensive Approach to Healthcare Protection
Whether your organization is an individual practice or a large regional provider with multiple facilities, threat actors are
going to capitalize on vulnerable systems and human nature. Ultimately, the difference between business protection and
business disruption will come down to the speed at which you can identify and contain an attack.
At eSentire, our comprehensive approach helps organizations test, mature, measure and protect their environments from
a multitude of risk factors. Our Managed Detection and Response (MDR) services rapidly identify and contain threats that
bypass traditional security controls. Ingesting signals from your on-premises, cloud and hybrid environments, we combine
endpoint, network, log, vulnerability and cloud data to identify known and elusive threats. Averaging 20 minutes from
identification to containment, we ensure attackers don’t have the time to achieve their objectives. Our Risk Management
services test your existing defenses against simulated attacks, assess and measure your security posture and pave a path
for resiliency that aligns to regulatory frameworks. All of these services are supported by a dedicated team focused on
delivering in accordance with your organization’s unique requirements and business objectives.
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eSentire Service Alignment to Healthcare’s Top Malicious Incident Causes
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Helping Your Organization Meet HIPAA Requirements
The Office for Civil Rights has
increased regulatory requirements
and penalties totaling $116M to date
for non-compliance of HIPAA rules.
In the wake of a record-breaking year
for healthcare breaches, oversight
is expected to increase putting
additional pressures on constrained
security teams. Our MDR and Risk
Management services are designed
to help you navigate the complexity
of HIPAA standards and put in place
corrective controls. To see a detailed
breakdown of how eSentire’s services
align with HIPAA rules click here.

Experience the eSentire Difference
Organizations all over the world trust eSentire as their last line of defense and trusted advisor against an overwhelming
threat landscape. Our 97 percent client retention rate is testament to delivering on our core mission: a client’s network
can never be compromised. Our specialized teams that deliver and support our services are consistently developing the
latest methods that ensure your organization is protected against the latest threat actors and aligned to stringent HIPAA
requirements that keeps your patients, employees and systems safe from disruption.
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“eSentire has helped my business by being very adept at
answering any questions and providing excellent and prompt
notices of any potential issues or threats against our network.”
IT Specialist
Small Business Healthcare Company

“eSentire has helped my business by enabling 24x7x365
monitoring of our cloud environments and endpoints.”
Chief Security Officer
Medium Enterprise Healthcare Company

Ready to get started? We're here to help.
Reach out schedule a meeting to learn more about MDR

eSentire, Inc., the global leader in Managed Detection and Response (MDR), keeps organizations safe from constantly evolving cyberattacks that
technology alone cannot prevent. Its 24x7 Security Operations Center (SOC), staffed by elite security analysts, hunts, investigates and responds in
real-time to known and unknown threats before they become business disrupting events. Protecting more than $6 trillion AUM, eSentire absorbs
the complexity of cybersecurity, delivering enterprise-grade protection and the ability to comply with growing regulatory requirements. For more
information, visit www.esentire.com and follow @eSentire.

